Beyond the Boycott: Pernod Ricard Calls on Brands to Engage
with Consumers to Stop Hate Speech Online
Through its affiliate Pernod Ricard USA, company will create a crowdsourcing app, giving
consumers and brands a proactive voice in the fight against hate speech on social media
Paris, July 1, 2020 – Pernod Ricard announced its plan to create a crowdsourcing app that gives
consumers and those affected by hate speech on social media the power to identify and report content
they find objectionable directly to brands and companies. Brands can then leverage their influence
with social media platforms to help ensure the content is reviewed and removed, if warranted. The app
will be an additional resource for individuals, brands and social media platforms to use in the fight to
stop hate speech online.
“The world is waking up to the reality that we all have a role to play in stopping the spread of hate
speech, racism and misinformation on social media platforms,” said Pernod Ricard USA CEO Ann
Mukherjee. “There is a long way to go. Movements like #StopHateForProfit are demonstrating that
brands and consumers want them to take more urgent action. This is important, and it is why we are
joining the movement for the next 30 days across all paid social media platforms in the U.S., not just
Facebook. But this is not sufficient. The big question is: What happens August 1st? We need more
action and more people within the industry to find more solutions. Companies like ours can and
should play a bigger role in problem-solving than just withholding advertising dollars. We can create
tools that make it easier for consumers’ voices to be heard when they see hate speech spreading
online. And that’s what we are doing.”
The app will allow consumers and brands to collaborate with one another to drive real change.
Individuals affected by hate speech will be able to flag content they find objectionable directly to brands
and companies. Brands can then leverage their influence to help ensure social media platforms take
appropriate action. The app creates a space for collaboration between consumers and brands. It also
creates a space for collaboration between brands and social media platforms. This initiative is about
giving consumers a voice, helping brands own their responsibility to hold social media platforms
accountable given their influence, and ultimately creating a more transparent and positive world with
an internet that is safe for all.
Pernod Ricard USA’s new CMO, Pam Forbus, recognized the opportunity when she arrived at the
company less than two weeks ago. “I’m still learning, but one thing that has been clear to me is that
Pernod Ricard cares passionately about bringing people together – we call it conviviality. As a nontraditional CMO, I am bringing my deep experience in data, advanced analytics and social media
manipulation to help leverage AI capability as we become part of the solution. We want to ensure that
all people have access to safe, responsible social environments,” Forbus said. “We know our
consumers feel a sense of urgency about this issue, and so do we. Launching this initiative will allow
us to work directly with our consumers, each playing a small role in solving a big problem.”
A critical element of the initiative will be creating a governance, transparency and accountability
structure from the outset. As Pernod Ricard identifies the partners to develop the app, they will work
collaboratively to establish strict guidelines related to data privacy and consumer engagement
standards for the app. They will also establish an oversight and reporting protocol, executed by an
expert third-party, to ensure the highest levels of accountability and transparency.
“Stopping the spread of hate speech is a massive challenge. There are many solutions to be tested
and taken by a wide range of stakeholders,” said Mukherjee. “This is our initial step. And we want it to
be a collective one. As a member of many major US and Global industry organizations, which include

other advertisers, as well as media and social platform companies, we want to work collaboratively
with each toward this solution. At the same time, we invite all brands, big and small, to join us. Our
hope is that all brands are inspired to take action on this issue in ways that make sense for them and
align with their values.”
Pernod Ricard Chairman & CEO Alexandre Ricard said, “We’re confident this initiative will provide an
additive resource for individuals affected by hate speech, consumers, brands and social media
platforms themselves in the global fight to end these injustices. As creators of conviviality, our mission
is all about sharing with respect and responsibility, bringing people together to celebrate the moments
that make life worth living, not to divide, deride or tear people apart. Social media platforms share that
mission, but there is still a collective work to make those platforms safe, responsible and convivial for
everyone. Let’s then join forces to focus on a positive solution together.”
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